The SCORE INDEX lists all the scores, alphabetically, for the tests included in that volume. Because test scores can be regarded as operational definitions of the variable measured, sometimes the scores provide better leads to what the test actually measures than the test title.

The CLASSIFIED SUBJECT INDEX organizes all tests into 18 major categories, such as achievement, intelligence, personality, etc.; tests appear alphabetically within each category.

The INDEX OF TITLES lists all tests included in that volume. Citations in this index, and all indexes, are to test entry numbers, not page numbers (e.g., 54 refers to test 54 and not page 54).

The INDEX OF NAMES lists test authors, review authors, and authors of articles referenced in that volume.

The PUBLISHERS DIRECTORY AND INDEX lists the addresses of all the publishers represented in that volume.

The INDEX OF ACRONYMS lists the tests in that volume by their commonly known acronyms.